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Abstract

The global marketplace is becoming more and more competitive,
and business organizations need to team up and operate as
virtual enterprises to best utilize their resources in achieving
their shared business goals. Since the business environment of
an enterprise is highly dynamic, it is necessary to develop a
workflow management technology that is capable of handling
dynamic workflows across enterprise boundaries. This paper
proposes a Workflow Extension Model (WEM) and a dynamic
workflow management system using WEM to model and control
the execution of multi-organizational business processes. WEM
enables the explicit specification of dynamic properties associated
with a business process model. It extends the underlying
processes by adding connectors, conditions of application,
extension process definitions, and rules as modeling constructs.
Using WEM as the underlying model, the paper also describes
the workflow engine which is extended by an extension service to
trigger extensions during the execution of a workflow process to
enforce business rules and policies and to adapt the process
model at run-time.
Keywords:
Workflows and Process Extensions, Management, Dynamic Adaptations.

Introduction

Nowadays organizations are seeking workflow management to facilitate the
creation and execution of workflows while streamlining business processes. They
are often required to develop customized activities. For example, a multinational
company must adapt its processes to comply with local laws and regulations, or a
delivery service must change how materials are shipped depending on the weight,
size, and handling constraints. The adaptability and flexibility of those localized
processes are keys for business success. In this paper we will employ the term

-

business process to identify a collection of related, structured activities or tasks

that produce a specific service or product for a particular customer or customers.
Business processes may describe IT, management, production, or other operations.
The term workflow indentifies a model to represent real work for further
assessment. A workflow is a pattern of activity enabled by a systematic
organization of resources, defined roles and material, energy, and information
flows, that together form a work process that can be documented and manipulated.
Workflows permit implementing business processes.
Most existing workflow management solutions only handle static business
processes [Apache ODE, 2007], [Hanson J., 2006], [MSWF, 2008]. Specific cases are
expressed as branches in a unique and global workflow process. This approach
raises issues in terms of management and maintenance for large, complex, and
error-prone workflow processes, as well as for extensibility and adaptation
difficulty. These companies would benefit greatly from the delegation of
governance. Global business processes should be defined company-wide, while
specific adaptations should be handled within local organizations. This approach
would avoid maintaining locally modified copies of the global processes, thus
avoiding a loss of coherency between the multiple copies and the canonical process.
We define an adaptation as a modification of a business process to handle new
cases or to provide new functionalities. Adaptation is a generic term, and it does
not attempt to specify any methods for the modifications.
We propose a workflow management method to extend existing processes,
which we call “base processes”, without changing them. It allows us to
conditionally add multiple extended processes to one base process. Those multiple
extensions can be defined concurrently by different administrators. Extensions is
the name we give to process parts designed to be appended onto regular business
processes to adapt them to new constraints or environments. There are three
advantages to this approach. First the base processes are not copied nor modified
to integrate the adaptations. This avoids losses of coherency between copies and
the creations of the adaptations do not cause modifications of the reference base
process. Second, the multiple adaptations are independent from each other. Each
extension can be modified without concern about the others. Third, the
manageability of this system is extremely valuable: by separating and sharing the
administration of base processes and extensions we simplify the maintenance of
these combined business processes. Our solution has been implemented as a
research prototype built on a commercial product.

Problem statement
Workflows adaptations may range from ad hoc modifications of a process for a
single customer to a complete restructuring of the workflow process to improve
efficiency. Today’s workflow management systems are often inappropriate for
dealing with workflow changes for competing requirements. They typically support
more or less idealized version of the preferred process. However, the real run-time
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process must be much variable than the process specified at design-time. For
example, employees may want to add or skip tasks in processes. An IT process
whose role is to guide the installation of an operating system may be need some
extra configuration steps such as installing a specific language pack depending on
the installation environment. Another process for the purchase of assets may skip
repeated approval tasks under specific conditions (e.g. limited cost and emergencycaused constraints on time). The only way to handle such changes is to integrate
adaptation capabilities within the system itself. If users are forced to bypass the
workflow management system too frequently, the system is more of a liability than
an asset. Therefore, we need to find innovative techniques to add flexibility for
workflow management without losing the capabilities that are provided by today’s
systems.
There are two major types of adaptations: ad hoc changes and evolutionary
changes. Ad hoc changes are handled on a case-by-case basis. To provide customerspecific solutions or to handle rare events, the process is adapted for a single case
or a limited group of cases as needed. Evolutionary changes are often the results of
reengineering efforts. The process is changed to improve responsiveness to the
customer or to improve the efficiency (do more with less). [Paul C. J. 2007] argues
that the trend is towards an increasingly dynamic situation where both ad hoc and
evolutionary changes are needed to improve customer service and reduce costs.
As depicted in the next section, for more than ten years different projects have
attempted to fill the needs for adaptations of business processes. None of them
have become a standard reference, and none are widely used in actual business IT
systems.
There are two main reasons. The first and major one is the complexity of managing
such systems. It is generally difficult to guess which adaptations can be executed
by which users. For example, within a process representing the creation of an
insurance contract, hundreds of adaptations represent particular cases such as
promotional campaigns, specific locations, contracts, agreements, or time
constraints. The resulting overall process is huge and scarcely manageable. It is
difficult to guess which adaptations might be triggered during a designated
process instance. Moreover the creation of new adaptations may override,
invalidate, or bypass existing adaptations. The administration of such a system
becomes incredibly complicated and is not acceptable or reliable enough for
business use. One of the main focuses of this paper is to provide a solution to
dynamically adapt processes with automated assistance to identify and handle the
adaptations. Management of the adaptations can be shared among several
administrators, with each of them responsible for a set of adaptations that
administrator is trained to deal with. This makes it easier to manage a large
number of adaptations linked to processes.
The second reason is the total absence of validation mechanisms to ensure the
correctness of the adapted processes in most existing systems. During the addition
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of a new adaptation, the Workflow Extension Mechanism should ensure that the
important properties of the basic process are maintained even after the process has
been modified for the adaptation. For instance, mandatory tasks should not be
skipped or tasks that must be executed once and only once should not become
repeatable executed tasks because of the adaptation. Our system includes
functions to verify the correctness of a process at the user level, but they are out of
the scope of this paper, which is centered on the management of processes and
adaptations.
Our methodology was to study the weaknesses of existing solutions and to identify
the ways in which they fail to fulfill the requirements of actual organizations. We
considered business process scenarios (many of them used in our own international
company) and investigated the reasons why none of the existing workflow systems
were able to address all of the problems making it difficult to dynamically adapt,
encapsulate, separate, and hierarchically organize the different processes. It soon
became clear that even if the related work allows for adapting business processes
to particular needs, the management of those adaptations is quite limited, far
below what is expected by the managers of a business. We decided to concentrate
on building a model for process adaptations in which the management of processes
and extensions is hierarchically organized and shared.
Our method to solve the problems we faced involves three main steps. First a
kernel process must be identified. This process should be the smallest set of shared
tasks and be complete and executable. In a second step extensions are created and
added to the kernel process. Those extensions are processing components. They are
incomplete by themselves and need to be attached to a complete process to be
executed. Finally the last step consists of organizing the extensions for the various
conditions and events that trigger them. This step constitutes the major part of our
contribution. Proper management of the extensions simplifies the creation of
numerous extensions while preserving the kernel process and reducing the overall
number of process updates.

Related work
Workflow management is now widely accepted as a technology to support various
business processes. Nowadays many commercial solutions for workflow systems
are available. However, the large majority of those workflow systems are restricted
to centralized and internal use within the boundary of a small organization. They
do not offer mechanisms to deal with runtime adaptation nor with shared
administration of process definitions.
The Workflow Process Definition Language, WPDL [WfMC, 1995] [WfMC, 1999],
has become the reference standard for workflow. WPDL was originally developed
by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) in the early nineties. It offers a
text-based grammar for the specification of process definitions and comes with a
meta-model providing a set of modeling constructs for defining business processes.
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Typically a business process is represented as a set of interrelated activities with
different kinds of connection lines among them. The activities represent tasks
performed by humans or computers that are related to each context (as defined by
the workflow data, environment, and operators). The connection lines that link
related activities control the flow within a workflow process. Unfortunately, WPDL
is designed to model business processes only within the scope of a specific
organization with uniform needs that span the entire organization. WPDL fails to
provide a system allowing for the creation of inter-organization or inter-division
business processes. The evolution of the IT industry and increasingly complex
business interactions require handling dynamically adapted processes for special
cases.







Several projects attempted to address this problem by introducing various dynamic
capabilities for workflows. Here is a categorization of these solutions:
Evolutionary changes have a structural nature. From a certain moment in time, a
process changes for all of the new cases that enter the system. Such changes may
result from the definition of a new business strategy, the modification of a law, etc.
They mainly involve the modifications of a running process. Such a process
modification is a global change and does not allow a constrained adaptation.
The inheritance of workflows defines a base process containing the necessary tasks
of a process and allowing for additional tasks. The base process identifies the
sequences that can be extended. Unfortunately it might be impossible to extend
parts of the process that were not carefully designed to allow for extension.
Dynamic inter-organizational workflow management provides for complex
extensions by modifying the base process at runtime depending on rules defined in
advance by the users. Unfortunately, this approach does not permit shared or
concurrent administration of the extensions. Also, the extensions may be in conflict
with each other.
Later several research studies targeted these problems. The approach chosen by
some projects was to define events and rules used to define and support the control
flow used in a business process model. The most representative example among
these solutions was the EvE project [Geppert and Tombros, 1998]. The EvE project
introduced a distributed Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule-based execution
architecture. The use of events and rules to handle exceptions and failures during
workflow execution falls into another category. In that category, events are
produced outside a workflow’s execution, either by the system environment or by
customers. Corresponding rules will be triggered when these events occur. An
example is the WIDE project [Ceri et al., 1997]. The WIDE project uses a
distributed architecture for workflow management based on a database
management system. It is enhanced with rule evaluation capabilities to allow the
definition of ECA rules to support exception handling and to implement
asynchronous behaviors during workflow execution. Unfortunately, this approach
is very centralized but even so does not provide management mechanisms in
addition to the adaptation mechanism.

-

More recently the project AgentWork [Müller, 2002] was based on the same
concepts of event and rules, but with a slightly different approach. AgentWork
deals with dynamic adaptations appearing when a workflow instance encounters
unexpected failures. The main difference between the approach of AgentWork and
the ECA rules comes is because the rules and events are directly part of the
workflow model. To allow adaptations at runtime each adaptation must be fully
described when it is added. The paper describes the permitted times when
adaptations can start and the synchronous or asynchronous characteristics of the
events. During the execution of a workflow the system emits the events as
described and activates the rules to trigger the adaptation. A second major
difference from the ECA model is that the approach used by AgentWork is not
restricted to a single organization, since events can be defined and managed in a
distributed environment [Lee, 2000]. [Meng and al. 2006] called the AgentWork
approach ETR for Event-Trigger-Rule. Even though AgentWork deals with
distributed management, it lacks any mechanism to share the management
activities. They remain strongly centralized even in a distributed environment.
Several projects attempted to solve the dynamic adaptation problems using the
Object-Oriented paradigm ([Zur Muehlen M. and Becker J., 1999], [Basten T. 1997],
[Basten T. 2002], [Manolescu D. A., 2001a], [Manolescu D. A., 2001b], and [Sadiq,
W. et al. 2006]). By using dynamic bindings this approach can provide mechanisms
to call one task rather than a related task (an ancestor or interface task). The
advantage of this approach is more in producing enterprise-oriented
implementations of workflow engines for object-oriented languages than in the
actual flexibility for adapting the processes. The interest in this approach was
revived by the Web services approach. The degree of mechanization in BPM is
limited, which slows the necessary dynamic evolution of business processes. [Cai J.
et al, 2005] and [Hepp, M. et al., 2005] argued that Web services frameworks are a
natural fit for creating more flexible systems. A rigid architecture defined by
inheritance limits the ability to freely modify a process. Also, dynamic bindings
may be quite unpredictable, making the static addition of processes and extensions
a difficult task.
Recent research has focused on how a dynamic workflow management system can
dynamically modify workflow definitions to adapt to dynamic business conditions
and exceptional situations. [Reichert and Dadam 1998] presented a formal
foundation for supporting dynamic structural changes of running workflow
instances. [Muller and Rahm, 1999] describe a rule-based approach for the
detection of semantic exceptions and for dynamic workflow modifications, with a
focus on medical workflow scenarios. The work in the TAM project [Zhou et al.,
1998] presents a dynamic restructuring of distributed transactions. These projects
focused mainly on the structural changes of the process models. Most recently,
DynaFlow [Meng and al. 2006] supports both structural (e.g. dropping an activity
or bypassing some activities) and semantic (e.g. replacing an activity or modifying
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a transitional condition) changes to an inter-organizational business process model.
The ‘Code Generation’ approach, which was used to develop the workflow engine in
DynaFlow, makes it easy to support such changes. The adaptability of a workflow
instance is enhanced when the changes to the process model are handled
dynamically by business rules that are triggered by synchronous events posted by
a running business process. By modifying the process itself at runtime DynaFlow
permits great flexibility, but there is no management mechanism to ensure validity
or to isolate the extensions .
Even though some projects tried to address the problems of correctness or validity
of a composite process [van der Aalst, W.M.P., 1999], [van der Aalst, W.M.P., 2003]
[Kin, et al., 2004], [Goedertier S. et al. 2008] none of the solutions provided an
integrated mechanism to seamlessly define, extend, adapt, and change a business
process in a decentralized manner while hierarchically assigning specific
modifications to specific environments and data. [Adamides E. and Karacapilidis
N., 2006] and [Wang X., 2009] introduced a knowledge-centered framework to deal
with a collaborative business. Unfortunately this approach is limited by and
depends upon the availability and the technical abilities of a technical facilitator.
The projects presented there propose mechanisms to extend a process but do not
offer a complete end-user-oriented approach to manage such functionality. They
lack both the concept of extensions that can be easily created, attached, and
removed from a process, and techniques to manage them within large
organizations. One of the challenges for our workflow management system was to
efficiently implement a simple, elegant, and flexible way to easily manage multiple
adaptations. The mechanism for hiding or showing extensions we introduce in our
model is a valuable feature for simplifying process management while enabling
smart collaboration in process addition. In addition, other advantageous side
effects are increased flexibility, dynamism, and stability of the core processes.

Extension
Proposal

Workflows systems are usually data-centered, so that each piece of work is related
to and executed for a specific data object. Examples of data objects are an asset of a
company, a personal profile, a tax declaration, a purchase order, or a request for
information.
The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) uses the term "process instance" to
denote the dynamic version of the process definitions attached to an object that
need to be handled by the workflow management system (e.g. workflow engine). A
task, also referred to as an "activity" by the WfMC, is an atomic piece of work.
Tasks are not specific for a single instance but are related to a specific object. In
principle, a task can be executed for any process instance. In this paper, we use
“workflow” as a way to implement a business process. Similarly the term
“extension” denotes the implementation of an adaptation.

-

The proposed approach involves the addition of a new component within the
workflow engine itself. This component describes how each adaptation must
behave, under which constraints, and when it should stop. This new component
comes with procedures to enhance the management of adaptations.
Description of this solution

Our technology provides a mechanism to share the administration of process
extensions. It allows multiple administrators (process extension editors) to deal
with isolated or intersecting (and included) extensions. We say that two extensions
are isolated if they cannot occur at the same time and at the same point during the
execution of a process (which means they can not enter into conflict). When editing
one extension its isolated peers should not be displayed to the administrators. In
contrast, intersecting and included extensions may occur at the same time and at
the same point during the execution of a process (which means they can enter into
conflict). It is necessary to identify the extensions in an intersection and let the
administrator solve any possible problems (perhaps by sequencing the extension).
We propose a new technique to identify isolated and intersecting extensions to
processes. The goal is to simplify the addition of process extensions. When editing
an extension to a process the administrator will be shown the entire set of
extensions associated with that process (the entire content of the Extensions Table).
This may result in a very complex and large view of the process. The editing
method in this paper selects the necessary set of extensions to display that are
related to a specific extension, thus simplifying the administrator’s work. Since
extensions are only executed in accordance with their Conditions of Application
this is an important aspect of our selection mechanism.
This mechanism involves 4 steps:
The first step is the definition of the CoA for the new extension. An administrator
creates the new extension and starts by defining its CoA

In the second step variables trees are built with the values used in the CoAs of the
existing extensions. For each variable we build a tree following these rules: a child
node is a value included in the parent node and the branches are disjoint values.
In Figure 1 the black boxes, the roots of the trees, represent the case “any”. The
nodes in the tree are conditions that refine the conditions of their ancestors.

–

The third step involves the selection of extensions to display. Based on the
Conditions of Application of the existing extensions (CoAsext) and of the new
extension (CoAnew) the isolated extensions are hidden leaving only those extensions
for which the CoA may intersect with the new extension. The rules to decide if an
extension is shown or hidden use the variables trees:
If CoAext and CoAnew belong to different trees, or if CoAnew is an ancestor of CoAext
(where CoAext and CoAnew belong to the same tree), then it is an intersection →
show the existing extension.
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–
–

If CoAext is an ancestor of CoAnew (CoAext and CoAnew belong to the same tree), then
it is an inclusion → show the existing extension.
If CoAext and CoAnew belong to different branches of the same tree, then it is an
exclusion (isolation) → hide the existing extension.

A

B

D

C

Figure 1 - The relationships in trees

Figure 1 represents two trees, the first one composed of three nodes A, B, and C,
and a second containing a unique node D. Here are the relationships among these
nodes: D intersects A, B, and C, since it belongs to a different tree. Symmetrically
A, B, and C intersect D. B includes C since B is an ancestor of C. A is excluded from
B and C since they belong to different branches of the same tree.
Finally during the fourth step the administrator completes the definition of the
new extension. The administrator finishes defining the new extension (entry-point,
branching connectors, processes, order, and exit-point). The administrator uses the
order index to solve possible ambiguity in execution order among the extensions
whose entry points are similar. The order index is a real number from between 0
(excluded) to 1 (excluded).
The administrator is also free to narrow the CoA for the new extension. In that
case Step 3 will be executed in order to hide the other extensions that become
isolated because of the narrowed CoA.
The Extensions Table, even if managed in a distributed way, is a centralized set of
information. This provides several benefits, such as global validation or auditing of
the extensions. A super-administrator may perform automatic checks on the
Extensions Table to verify that no locally defined extensions are conflicting with
the base process and to verify compliance with the company’s standards and rules.
Discussion of advantages

In summary, the Workflow Extension Model allows to provide adaptations that are
evaluated at runtime. The extensions are created from a canonical process with
which they are associated. The base process defines the general objectives and
rules to achieve a complex task while extensions refine the base process in order to
adapt the general case to specific, local, or custom cases. In contrast to the many
projects reviewed in this article, our approach to process adaptation allows new
paths in a business process and is not limited to the replacement of designated
tasks. The flexibility of our approach is also much higher.

-

The first advantage is that of avoiding any modifications of the base process (at
addition time or execution time). In this way the original processes remain as a
clear reference for understanding the goals that are being achieved, since they
provide a general outline of what will happen. The base processes are not copied.
Multiple copies of a base process may simplify the adaptation mechanism but
create risks that some copies may introduce differences among the copies of the
base process itself rather than among the extensions. The possible loss of
coherency between copies of the base process is a great danger hindering the
management and verification of business processes.
The second advantage is the isolation of multiple and independent extensions.
Each extension is independent of the others (except in the special cases of
hierarchical or nested extensions). This means that each extension is self-sufficient
and does not require modifications to other extensions. This permits freely
modifying one extension with limited concern about the others. The mechanism we
described deal with possible interactions between extensions. A user who may be
tracking several extensions for one process must be aware of them, and the
mechanism presented here helps filter which extensions can be executed
depending on the execution environment.
Thus the final and major advantage is the manageability our approach offers to
the owners of business processes. The separation between the base processes and
the extensions makes it possible to keep the base processes simple, since they no
longer include the entire set of adaptations. This makes it much easier to add new
extensions, since the system will automatically select the already existing
extensions that must be shown to the operator who is creating a new one. The base
process is shown with the subset of all its extensions that could be triggered in a
shared execution environment in which the new extension is being created. The
separation between the base processes and the extensions also allows reducing the
number of updates of the process definitions. Since the extensions deal with the
adaptations, all of the updates affecting the adaptations are done on the extensions,
thus leaving the base process unchanged. This is valuable so that the extensions
can be locally managed and their modifications will only impact their own users.
With standard and globally integrated management of all adaptations all of the
users of any process may be affected by all of the modifications to any of the
embedded adaptations. This is a critical problem when a process is widely used
and contains lots of adaptations. The proposed approach can avoid this problem.

Workflow engine, design & implementation
Principles and implementation

As presented in [Bergmann S., 2008], workflow engines are generally
implemented as state-machines, using a model of behavior consisting of a finite
number of states, transitions between those states, and actions. In most of the
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existing implementations we can identify the main components of the workflow
engine as a Process Table that stores the entire set of process definitions, a Process
Definition Table that describes the processes (transitions and tasks), a Task
Definition Table that associates the actual operations to process tasks, and a
Process Instance Table that provides a view of the running processes.
A workflow engine periodically selects a process from the Process Instance Table
then uses the Process Definition Table to discover the next task to perform. Tasks
are done by humans (entering data, approvals, etc.) or automated by computers
(calling a Web service, querying a database, etc.). This procedure is repeated until
the process instance reaches an endpoint in the process definition or encounters an
unhandled error. The commercial product we based our prototype on supports two
standards, BPMN for the modeling and BPEL for the execution. Actually this
commercial product uses only a subset of BPMN, but our extension can be
extended to the entire BPMN standard.
We have created a new table that we include with the core tables. This new table
describes the way an extension is attached to a process. It does not describe the
extension itself, and we relay on the standard process definition table to store the
definitions of extensions as well as the definitions of base process.

Entry point Condition of Ap. Branching Process Order Exit point
Task 1
Task 2
Task 2

unconditional
OS_Type=Windows
user.domain=Japan
parallel
user.domain=USA
parallel

E(1)
E(2)
E(3)

0.5
0.5

0.5

Task 1
End
End

Table 1 – An Extensions Table for the process shown in Figure 4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

As shown in the example of Table 1, the Extensions Table is basically composed of
the following data fields:
the entry-point describing where in the base process the extension process must be
initiated,
the Conditions of Application (CoA) that triggers the evaluation of the extension
process. At editing time the CoA is used to detect which other extensions must be
shown to or hidden from the administrator.
the type of connectors to the base process that defines the branching semantics of
the extension (conditional, unconditional, parallel, etc.)
the extension process itself, describing the particular adaptation to address certain
problems,
the order index used to sequence several extensions that may be executed at the
same time,
the exit-point where the base process must be resumed after termination of the
extension process,
We also extend the Process Instances Table with a new field, the Exitpoints Stack, which tracks the references to the exit-points when executing an
extension process. The scope of our contribution for a workflow extension model is

-

shown by the shadowed box in Figure 2.
Task Definition Table

Process Table

stores entire set of process definitions

describes basic logic of tasks

Process Definition Table

Process Instances Table

describes one process definition

runtime view of processes

Invention
Extensions Table

describes extensions of processes

Figure 2 - The existing and the new

As shown in see Figure 3 the way a workflow engine operates is slightly changed:
after selecting a process in the Process Instances Table, the workflow engine
selects an extension process and identifies the next task to perform. If appropriate
extension processes are found at this point (the entry-point), then they are sorted
according to their order index and the first extension for which the Conditions of
Application are satisfied is executed instead of the original task. The exit-point is
registered in the Process Instance Table. This table handles the exit-points as a
stack object to permit recursive extensions. When the execution of the extension
process ends, the base process is resumed at the exit point popped from the stack.
The bold steps (shaded boxes) are our contributions.
Pick up a process in
“Process Instance Table”
Find the next task in
“Process Definition Table”
Look up for extension process in
“Extension Table”
Extensions exists?

y

Sort extension processes
by order

n

Evaluate condition for
extension processes
Execute next task

n

Condition satisfied?
Execution of extension
process
y
and Add exit point in stack
End of extension process:
Pop up exit point from stack

A task farther in
the process

Go to exit point

Figure 3 - The workflow engine flowchart

Example scenario

In our use case example (described in Table 1), the conditions to evaluate the
extension processes are based on certain environment values such as user.domain
and OS_Type. Figure 4 presents the base process associated with extensions defined
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in the Extensions Table of Table 1.
Windows specific extension

Japan specific extension

Check License
Availability

Language Pack
Installation

C

Start

C

Operating System
Installation
Task 1

//
C
C
//

Patches
Installation
Task 2

//
C
C
//

End

USA specific extension

Security Tool
Installation

Figure 4 – An OS installation process with various specific extensions

The first extension (E(1)) is unconditionally performed for all users whose domain is
Japan. Two other extensions (E(2) and E(3)) each involve the parallel execution of a
new task along with the execution of a base process task.
We now consider adding new extensions to the process depicted in Figure 2, and
will go through the 4-step mechanism.
First, the administrators define the Conditions of Application of the new
extensions they intend to create. Our example involves three administrators who
independently want to add one new extension to the base process of Figure 4. Each
of them defines a CoA as described in Figure 5. The first administrator wants to
define an extension related to users in the domain Tokyo. The second
administrator, Admin B, is introducing an extension for users in the U.S. who have
installed a Linux operating system. Finally Admin C’s goal is to create an
extension that will affect all users worldwide.

Tokyo
Condition of Application

• user.domain = Tokyo

USA

Linux

Condition of Application

•user.domain = USA
&& OS_Type = Linux

World
Condition of Application

• user.domain = World
Figure 5 – Administrators define CoAs

Second, variables trees with the values used in the CoAs of the existing extensions
are built. Figure 6 shows the possible variable trees for the process of Figure 2.
The left tree contains the different values associated with the user.domain
variable within the extensions attached to the base process. The domains “Tokyo”
and “Kyoto” are included in the domain “Japan”. Similarly, “Austin” is included in
“USA”, “Japan” and “USA” are included in “World”, and “World” is placed under
the general root case “ANY”. To build the trees we rely on the data definitions. We
assume that variable types are defined along with some comparable interface or
comparator object able to deal at least with included and excluded primitives.
user.domain

OS_type

ANY
ANY

World
Japan
Tokyo

Kyoto

USA
Austin

Windows

Solaris

Linux

Figure 6 – Variables trees

The third step triggers the selection mechanism to identify which extensions must
be shown to or hidden from the three administrators. The rules to select the
extensions to show and hide are evaluated by using the CoA of a new extension
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and the CoAs of the existing extensions.
Finally as shown in Figure 7 each administrator has a different view of the base
process and the available extensions.
Tokyo

sees:

Windows extension is shown (intersection)
Japan extension is shown (inclusion: parent node)
USA extension is hidden (exclusion: different branch)

Linux

sees:

Windows extension is hidden (exclusion: different branch)
Japan extension is hidden (exclusion: different branch)
USA extension is shown (inclusion)

World

sees:

Windows extension is shown (intersection)
Japan extension is shown (intersection (same branch))
USA extension is shown (intersection (same branch))

Figure 7 – Administrators’ views of the base process and available extensions according to the CoA
they specified for each new extension.

In the fourth and final step the administrators fully define their new extensions.
Let’s continue this scenario with Admin A who defines a Tokyo-specific extension.
This administrator wants to provide two new extensions before Task1 (OS
installation) for “provisioning the request” and “register the OS”. There is an
ambiguity about the order in which to perform these two new extensions and the
existing “Check license” extension. The administrators must properly set the order
indexes to sequence those extensions. Figure 8 presents the final view of the

-

process after the administrator finishes defining the two new extensions.
Windows specific extension

Japan specific extension

Check License
Availability

Tokyo

C

C

C

Start

C

C

Language Pack
Installation

C
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Figure 8 – The process view of Admin A after the addition of two extensions and the Extensions Table.

Conclusion
The major benefit of our approach is increased manageability of the business
processes. The prior related work scarcely deals with the administration of
dynamic processes and only focuses on the execution of extensions rather than
considering the entire lifecycle of processes and process extensions.
Summary of advantages

In order to give evidence of the simplified management approach of our workflow
extension model, we will consider the case of an international organization whose
offices are scattered among many countries. The head office of this organization
wants all of its foreign offices to conform with the centrally defined the rules and
process. At the same time, many of those offices will ask for adaptations of the
processes to comply with their local laws, customs, or business rules. In a workflow
model that does not permit the creation of extensions, the general administrator
(or administrative group) will continually receive requests for local adaptations
that must also be integrated with the general processes. This generally results in
several problems: (1) the central administrator may have limited knowledge and
understanding of all of the local constraints and so introduce errors in the
adaptations; (2) when there is a sudden peak of requests, the central administrator
becomes a bottleneck delaying the creation of adapted processes; (3) the global
process resulting from all of the adaptations is very complex and error-prone; and
(4) each new modification of an existing adaptation that affects only one local office
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will still be propagated to all of the local offices even when they are not affected by
that adaptation.
Evaluation

To make it more concrete, we show an example of tracking how many modifications
and updates are required with and without our workflow extension model. Let’s
consider a company composed of 10 divisions (head office, foreign offices, financial
department, IT department, etc.). The head office produces business guidelines in
the form of base processes that all of the other divisions must follow. Each of the
divisions is free to add its own extensions on top of the base processes. Once the set
of processes and extensions has been created, we are interested in observing their
life cycles.

Without a workflow extension model, all of the processes are shared among all of
the company’s divisions and completely integrated with the entire set of
adaptations. Adaptations usually take the form of conditional branches in the
processes. The result is that any modification required by any division, even for its
exclusive purposes, is shared with the entire company in a process definition that
becomes more and more complex as the company grows. In addition,
confidentiality may become an issue. For example, the IT division may not be
aware of the internal procedures of the financial division. In this configuration, if
one division, such as the IT division, introduces numerous extensions and modifies
them often, then the entire set of users, from all divisions, will be affected, possibly
negatively, by the numerous migrations to the new versions of the globalized
processes.
With the workflow extension model in this paper, the impact of each modification
or update is appropriately limited to the division that has produced it. If the
employees are equally divided among all of the divisions, then only 10% of the
employees (the IT division out of the 10) need be affected by the migration of a new
process for that division. The other 90% of process changes can also be ignored by
the IT division. In addition, the effects can even be limited to only those people
who are actually affected by a specific adaptation. The IT-specific changes to
processes need not affect other employees who have no need of those adaptations.
The final advantage in moving the adaptations out of a special globalized process
is that this approach also stabilizes the base processes. The frequent updates
affecting adaptations that were previously required on top of a globalized process
are now performed only on the extensions. This increases the lifetime of each
version of the base processes, resulting in greater global stability in the set of
business practices used within the entire company.
The addition of our extension model has no detectible impact on the performance of
our test application. The CPU usage does not change since our implementation
relies on existing mechanisms and consists mainly of rerouting flows rather than
introducing additional mechanisms. The memory usage remains constant because
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no dynamic values are stored in memory. Our architectural model keeps all of the
information in the database. The additional data storage to hold the process
definitions is quite small, and can normally be ignored, since it involves only the
definitions of the extensions. The definitions of the nodes and objects that consume
most of the storage are unchanged. Finally the logic itself only adds a search for
extensions and a sorting operation if several extensions apply at the same time.
Those operations are negligible in the overall process, representing less than 0.1%
of the operations required for the flow from one task to another.
Sometimes there are problems when different divisions may produce similar
extensions for a specific workflow. This will result in duplicated work in producing
those extensions and in some extra storage for essentially duplicated information,
but this problem is outside the scope of this paper. However [Nakamura et al.
2009] investigated analytic tools that can identify such shared extensions and
create a catalogue of possible extensions to attach to a base process based on the
best practices. There are also performance issues related to the choice of an
inefficient extension when a more efficient version exists, but this is also beyond
the scope of our prototype. [Helquist et al, 2009] give some hints about evaluating
workflow compositions. Their model incorporates measurements and metrics
related to global geographic and team issues, so that process designers can predict
more accurately the most successful deployment options. Such meta-data metrics
should be included in the extension catalogue.
In conclusion, in contrast to existing solutions our innovative approach is much
more dynamic and adaptable since the extensions can be added or removed
without modifying or copying the base process. This is permitted by the
introduction of a new table within the core of workflow engine along with a
mechanism to help share and distribute the management information. The
governance of the final workflows is shared between the various participants, thus
reducing the complexity of the base workflow. The addition of new extensions is
eased by isolating and hiding the existing extensions. Finally, the Extension Table
centralizes the information about all of the extensions and thus simplifies the
inspections and audits.
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